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Anchorage Fish and Game Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes

®

Tuesday November 6, 2018
Cabela’s Conference Room, 155 W. 104th Ave in Anchorage
1.

Meeting was called to order by the Chair, Kevin Taylor at 6:35 pm.
(Advised Guests of Public Testimony Signup Sheet)

2.

Pledge of Allegiance and Prayer: Kevin Taylor; Willow Hetrick, respectively.

3.

Establish a Quorum: 9 members present
Members Present: Neil DeWitt, Willow Hetrick (Secretary), Matt Moore, Kevin Taylor
(Chair), Martin Weiser (Vice Chair), Bryce Eckroth (Alternate), Phillip Calhoun, Ernie
Weiss, Shawna Williams-Buchanan
Members Absent Excused: JR Gates, Rick Rodgers, Tyler Loken, Jeff Weiber, Mike
Taylor, Dino Sutherland, Grant Koplin

4.

List of User groups present: None

5.

Introduce Fish and Game staff present: Dave Battle (Anchorage Area Biologist) and
Ryan Scott (Deputy Director of at the Division of Wildlife; Juneau Alaska)

6.

Public present: Liam McFadden, Max Mitchell, Erick Valdez, Joy Cavaney, Nick
Maccabee, all King Technical High School students, and Larry Kaniut, Nathan Hoff.

7.

Approve the Agenda: Matt Moore moved to approve the agenda, Martin Weiser
seconded; all approved.

8.

Approve Minutes of October 2, 2018 meeting: October 2, 2018 minutes were approved
by Kevin Taylor in order to get our comment in to the Board of Fish in time for the
October 15-16, 2018 Work Session meeting held in Anchorage, Alaska.

9.

Public Testimony: Larry Kaniut: would like to see the number of bears in the Anchorage
area reduced. Has tried to add this issue to a ballot measure. Would like to see the issue
of public safety addressed by the committee. Continued the conversation under 11, Old
Business, discussion of 14C bear proposals.

10.

Committee Reports
Game Chair - Matt Moore: Discussed proposals 116-121, Anchorage area (14C,
remainder of 14 and JBER) bear-related proposals.
Fish Chair-Martin Weiser: see notes under new business, #1.

11.

Old Business
1. Discussion of 14C bear proposals: Dave Battle gave the Anchorage Advisory Committee
a report: 2017 (with black bears) and 2018 (with brown bears) were the worst bear years
since he has been at the Department. In Anchorage, ADF&G handles bear conflicts with
an integrated approach by working with other agencies, educating the public about bear
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conflict (i.e. reducing trash), enforcement, lethal control (2017: 16 black bear agency
kills, 1 brown bear agency kills; 2018: 19 black bear agency kills, 11 brown bear agency
kills) working with the Anchorage assembly to require bear proof containers, and other
issues. However, there continue to be bear conflicts. Don’t believe there are ways to keep
bears completely out of Anchorage with all the habitat and green belts and anadromous
streams that are present in the bowl. The Department has conducted public opinion
surveys in the Anchorage bowl (1999 and 2009); the majority of Anchorage residents
indicate they are ok with the number of animals in Anchorage and animals in the city
makes living here special but would like to reduce encounters. The Department is
proposing another survey to update the information since 2009. There are several
proposals that are in the proposal book this year regarding bear reduction in the
Anchorage area. Bears are incredibly difficult to survey, especially aerially. The best way
to survey bears is using DNA methods which are expensive and take years. ADF&G has
bear research proposed, genetic studies being a goal, and are always looking to gain more
insight into the local bear populations. Research will be determined by the funding
available.
A large part of the bear control issue in Anchorage has to start with the public education
and reminding that it is against the law to attract animals, namely bears, by not properly
disposing of trash.
2. Update on Board of Fish work session: approved 4 ACRs (#3, #7, #9, and #11) and
created 2 board-generate proposals (to clarify Bristol Bay special harvest areas; to
consider new gear type for chum subsistence fishing on the Yukon River). The Board
voted against (6 oppose, 1 support) hatchery proposals.
12.

New Business
1. Comments on Fish Proposals 18-62 (Bristol Bay), nominate member to speak at Board of
Fish in Dillingham, Alaska: see votes and notes attached to these minutes. Removed all
proposals that the Anchorage Advisory Committee took no action on. Ernie Weiss is
going to represent the Anchorage Advisory Committee in Dillingham, Alaska. The
committee had a short discussion on why the Anchorage AC was commenting on Bristol
Bay proposals. One of the members had received a text from someone wondering why
we would be looking at those proposals out of our area implying that the locals in Bristol
Bay would not be happy. The response was that there is a large number of Bristol Bay
permit holders in Anchorage that we also represent.
2. Comments on Board of Game Agenda Change Requests: nothing to discuss at this
meeting.
3. Select an alternate for the Western Arctic Caribou Herd Working Group: Matt Moore
will be alternate to Neil DeWitt.
Alaska Board of Fisheries
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19

Position

#
#
Support Oppose

9

OPPOSE

0

21

9

OPPOSE

0

22

9

7

SUPPORT

SUPPORT

Allow use of drift gillnets not more than 10 fathoms in
length for subsistence salmon fishing in the Wood and
Nushagak Rivers near Dillingham
Adding drift net to subsistence gear may be going too far,
more complex, requiring skiff may lead to new cottage
industry of renting leasing skiff. May encourage some
users to game the system?
Allow subsistence fishing with hook and line attached to rod
or pole in Six Mile Lake
The Committee feels the additional subsistence gear type
will lead to gear conflicts, and issues with sportfishing.

“at any time” seems too broad and may lead to
enforcement issues.
Clarify that the holder of two drift gillnet limited entry
permits may operate up to 150 fathoms of drift gillnet gear

5

25

9

OPPOSE

1

24

New gear could allow subsistence users to be more
selective, limit catch. Concern that this new fishery could
grow out of control in the future

Allow subsistence fishing for salmon in the Egegik District at
any time from May 1 through September 30

OPPOSE

0
23

AC Comments, Discussion, Amendments, Voting Notes
Allow subsistence fishing for salmon with dipnets near
Dillingham

OPPOSE

0

20
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This action reduces opportunity for fishermen and would
increase the risk for permit holders that have their second
permit in another person’s name. 1 abstain; lack of
information.
Allow the holder of either two set gillnet or two drift gillnet
limited entry permits to operate more gear than the holder
of a single limited entry permit
A majority of the Committee feel that since stacking
permits was approved in Cook Inlet and is working, it
should be allowed in Bristol Bay. 1 abstain; lack of
knowledge.
Allow an individual holding two drift gillnet limited entry
permits to operate up to 200 fathoms of drift gillnet gear

(T}
5
27

28

29

5

4

0

9

0

Establish mesh size restrictions for the conservation of king
salmon in the Naknek-Kvichak and Ugashik Districts
Committee supports this Department proposal

OPPOSE

SUPPORT

Increase the maximum length for drift gillnet vessels from
32 feet in overall length to 42 feet in overall length

OPPOSE

1

31

9

OPPOSE

32 feet is large enough for any equipment needed for
quality and other needs. Fishery works as is. 42 ft
would be a big advantage in boat bumping
confrontations. Support: could limit ability to fish. Limit
on the Copper River and PWS is 58 feet. 1 abstain; lack
of knowledge.
Delay implementation of the 48-hour district transfer
notification period until the third Saturday in June
Would be hard to determine where salmon were caught.
48-hour card drop delay helps keep the fleet spread out –
is working as is.
Extend duration of late-season fishing periods in the
Naknek-Kvichak, Egegik, and Ugashik Districts

SUPPORT

9
33

7

OPPOSE

0

32

See comments for Proposal 24. Opposed would like to see
the set and drift net treated equally.
Allow the holder of two set gillnet limited entry permits in
the Naknek-Kvichak, Egegik, and Ugashik districts to
operate 100 fathoms of set gillnet gear
Not a conservation issue, permit holder must be on-site
when picking fish. Only allows 2 permits with one skiff.
Drawback – could lead to misuse if not enforced properly.
See proposal 24, stacking already allowed in Cook Inlet.
Opposed: would like all gear groups (drift/set) would be
treated equally.
Allow commercial fishing for salmon, with set net gear
only, within the section of the Kvichak River that borders
Levelock Village land
This proposed new fishery would benefit just one user
group and is outside the customary commercial area.

SUPPORT

9
30

4
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Not a problem if escapement is met. Benefits local
fishermen but is dependent on processing capacity.
Allow the use of beach weirs in commercial salmon fishing
in Bristol Bay

(T}
0

36

9

SUPPORT

9

0

OPPOSE

0

6

OPPOSE

SUPPORT

Repeal conditions that must be met prior to allowing
commercial fishing for salmon in the Alagnak River Special
Harvest Area
Committee supports this Department proposal.
Impossible for management to base openings on data not
available.

The proposal is unworkable. The 2 sections must be
managed together. It’s one bay, fisheries in close
proximity. Proposal would tend to favor one group over
another.
Establish a drawing system for use of the four furthest
downriver set gillnet sites in the Wood River Special
Harvest Area
Proposal attempts to add fairness. Committee recognizes
a need for a fairer system, but not this proposal.
Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial
salmon fishery when the Nushagak River sport fishery is
restricted for king salmon conservation
Everyone needs to share in burden of conservation.
Department already has Emergency Order authority and
there are already mesh restrictions. There is currently no
king fishery.
Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial
salmon fishery when the Nushagak River sport fishery is
restricted for king salmon conservation

3

44

9

OPPOSE

3

42

9

OPPOSE

0
41

The beauty of Bristol Bay is everyone has the same
opportunity. Fish wheels abolished long ago, no need to
add a new gear type.

Manage the Naknek and Kvichak sections independent of
each other based on the harvestable surplus within each
section and establish section-specific harvest allocation
criteria so that 84% of each section’s harvest is allocated to
the drift gillnet fleet and 16% of the section’s harvest is
allocated to the set gillnet fleet

37

40
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Same comments as for Proposal 41.
Allow any remaining unharvested Togiak District herring
spawn-on-kelp allocation to be reallocated to the Togiak
District sac roe herring fishery

(T}
9

45

SUPPORT

OPPOSE

0

OPPOSE

Committee supports sport catch and release.

9

No way for this to be a fair system. Similar action
proposed for Kenai was deemed unconstitutional.
Resource is in good shape, other than kings. Could
require guide training as alternative.
Limit the number of clients a sport fishing guide or sport
fishing guide business may have while targeting trout in a
portion of the Naknek River drainage

OPPOSE
9

This is an anti-business proposal. Enforcement would be
challenging.
Prohibit chumming by guides and other commercial users
in portions of the Naknek River drainage sport fishery

SUPPORT
9

57

Proposal makes a bad precedent – should leave as is.
Economicsis not favorable right now, but price could go
up. No reason to close this window of opportunity right
now.

Establish a limited guide permit system between
September 10 and October 20 in a portion of the Naknek
River

0

56

9

SUPPORT

0

52

Same comments as for Proposal 44

Prohibit retention of rainbow trout by nonresident sport
anglers in a portion of the Naknek River drainage
9

51

0

Increase the amount of harvestable surplus Togiak
herring allocated to the purse seine fleet from 70 percent
to 88 percent

0

49

Should not leave allowable herring to catch left
unharvested – should be reallocated to next users.
Allow unharvested Togiak District sac roe gillnet
allocation to be reallocated to the Dutch Harbor food and
bait herring fishery

9

46

0
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Bait should not be allowed in a no bait fishery.
Prohibit the use of certain sport fishing tackle in a section
of the Naknek River drainage

OPPOSE
0

9

Artificial lures are allowed. This opens a bad precedent.

(T}
58

Close sport fishing for king salmon in a portion of the
Naknek River drainage

SUPPORT
9

60

Kings need some sanctuary. Support

0

Create a rod limit for nonresident anglers sport fishing for
salmon on a portion of the Naknek River

OPPOSE

0
61
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9

This could be an enforcement nightmare. May promote
cottage industry. There are other methods to restrict
harvest (time & area).
Prohibit blocking access to sport fishing locations in the
Naknek River

SUPPORT
9

0

62

Committee agrees this is an unfair practice, should be 1st
come 1st serve.
All sport-caught fish removed from the water in all
freshwater drainages of the Bristol Bay Area must be
retained

OPPOSE
0

9

This proposal as written is too broad and sweeping –
should be stock specific. Trout mortality is not high.

13. Adjourn: 8:20pm.
The next regular Anchorage Fish & Game Advisory Committee meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday, December 11th at King Technical High School at 6:30 pm.
Minutes Recorded by: Willow Hetrick
Approved by: Kevin Taylor, Chair
Date Approved: 11/8/2018
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Lake Iliamna AC Minutes
October 23, 2018
Igiugig, Alaska
I.

Call to Order: by Randy Alverez, 10:35

II.

Roll Call:
Members Present: Randy Alverez, Tinny Hedlund, Elijah Eknaty, Henry Olympic, Bill Trefon,
George Alexie, Warren Hill. (Quorum met).

Members Absent (Excused): Jim Tilly, Karla Jensen, Tim Anelon
Members Absent (Unexcused):
Number Needed for Quorum on AC: 6
List of User Groups Present:
III.

Approval of Agenda: Hedlund moves, Eknaty seconds. Motion carries 7/0

IV.

Fish and Game Staff Present: : Taryn Oconnor-Brito, Lee Borden, Dave Crowley, Travis Ellison

V.

Guests Present: Christina Salmon, Gene Sandone (Telephone, BBEDC member), James
Vanlanden (Telephone, ADFG Subsistance)

VI.

ADF&G Staff Updates:

ADFG wildlife update from Dave Crowley:
o Stated that moose composition counts have been completed in units 9b and
9c. Counts show increased calf survival and a bull/cow ratio of 30-35/1. He
feels the ratio is biased in favor of bulls due to the difficulty of sighting cows
and calfs during snowless surveys, which the state is working to correct in
the data collection. Group discussion around warm temps effecting moose
movements and makes for difficult hunting.
o Caribou counts completed for unit 9. Data has not been finalized.
o Bear counts completed in unit 9 show a slight decrease in population and
decrease in harvest but the animals appeared to be bigger.
o Calf mortality study has been completed but no data available yet.
Discussion, Bill T questioned if state and feds share survey data, Dave C
answered yes and explained further.
ADFG Commercial fish report from Travis Ellison:

Lake Iliamna AC
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•

•

2018 was the largest ever recorded salmon return to Bristol Bay. All the
nushagak district rivers exceeding escapement goals (provided
escapement numbers) . Egegik was the smallest relative return but still
met escapement goals. Discussion by the group that perhaps the ADFG
counting towers were taken down too soon, especially on the Kvichak.
Potential late runs going uncounted.
The state is now funding counting towers on the Alagnak, Togiak, and
Igushik Rivers.

ADFG Sport Fish report from Lee Borden:
•

•

•
•

VII.

All rivers had good reports regarding numbers of sport fishing success,
except the Iliamna River which numerous reports were received regarding
low numbers of Dolly Varden.
An emergency order bag limit reduction for sockeye was issued for the
Kvichak River during a stretch of low returns but was later rescinded when
large numbers of salmon arrived. Critical area closures were also issued
and later rescinded for same reasons on the Kvichak River.
Bag limits for sockeye were liberalized on the Alagnak River after a larger
than expected return of salmon arrived.
ADFG conducted a mortality study on catch and release chinook on the
Nushagak River. Data revealed a 7% mortality rate on a sample size of 300
fish caught.

New Business:
1. Reauthorization of Brown Bear Tag Fee exemption:
Voted 6/1, motion passes.
2. Lake Iliamna AC Agenda Change Request for Board of Game:
Voted 7/0, motion passes to adopt ACR as amended.
3. Proposals for Board of Fisheries Bristol Bay Finfish meeting: See table.
4. Lake Iliamna AC Joint Board Proposal: See table
5. Proposals for Alaska Peninsula/Aleutian Islands/Chignik Finfish meeting: See
table
6. Approval of minutes for submission to the Board of Fisheries before the
November 14th deadline: AC members voted to allow chairmen Alverez to
approve the minutes.

Lake Iliamna AC
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Alaska Board of Game Southcentral Region Meeting Proposals

Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
140
support

Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
19
No action
21
Support as
amended
23
support
24
oppose
25
oppose
26

March 15-19, 2019 | Anchorage, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Reauthorize the resident brown bear tag fee exemptions for the Central/Southwest
Region
1
Some discussion about this hunt becoming sport in nature,
6
conflicting with local guides, also much want and waste by locals.

Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
November 28-December 4, 2018 | Dillingham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Allow subsistence fishing for salmon with dipnets near Dillingham
0
The AC would not support this in our region for fear of over use by
7
non-locals.
Allow subsistence fishing with hook and line attached to rod or pole in Six Mile Lake
0
Strike words “Six Mile Lake”, add “Little Six Mile Lake” to park
7
boundary on all state owned waters.
Clarify that the holder of two drift gillnet limited entry permits may operate up to 150
fathoms of drift gillnet gear
0
Discussion, the committee would prefer the permit ownership laws
remain as they are. Allowing one person to fish two permits will
7
harm those permit holders that do not have their own boat.
Allow the holder of either two set gillnet or two drift gillnet limited entry permits to operate
more gear than the holder of a single limited entry permit
0
7
See comments on proposal 23
Allow an individual holding two drift gillnet limited entry permits to operate up to 200
fathoms of drift gillnet gear
0
7
See comments on proposal 23
Allow the owner of two drift gillnet limited entry permits to operate 200 fathoms of drift

Lake Iliamna AC
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Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
Oppose
27
oppose
28
oppose
30
oppose
31
oppose
32
33
oppose
36
support
37

41

Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
November 28-December 4, 2018 | Dillingham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

gillnet gear from a single vessel
0
7
See comments on proposal 23
Allow the holder of two set gillnet limited entry permits in the Naknek-Kvichak, Egegik, and
Ugashik districts to operate 100 fathoms of set gillnet gear
0
7
See comments on proposal 23
Allow commercial fishing for salmon, with set net gear only, within the section of the
Kvichak River that borders Levelock Village land
0
7
Increase the maximum length for drift gillnet vessels from 32 feet in overall length to 42 feet
in overall length
0
7
Delay implementation of the 48-hour district transfer notification period until the third
Saturday in June
0
7
Extend duration of late-season fishing periods in the Naknek-Kvichak, Egegik, and Ugashik
Districts
No motion.
Allow the use of beach weirs in commercial salmon fishing in Bristol Bay
7
Discussion about how a wier is just another name for a fish trap,
0
which have been illegal statewide for decades and for good reason.
Repeal conditions that must be met prior to allowing commercial fishing for salmon in the
Alagnak River Special Harvest Area
0
7
Manage the Naknek and Kvichak sections independent of each other based on the
harvestable surplus within each section and establish section-specific harvest allocation
criteria so that 84% of each section’s harvest is allocated to the drift gillnet fleet and 16% of
the section’s harvest is allocated to the set gillnet fleet
No motion. Discussion that this seems to be a repeat discussion and
will come up again. Effort should be put into a resolution for this
but this proposal does not seem adequate, it would too difficult to
enforce and would be easy to manipulate.
Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial salmon fishery when the Nushagak
River sport fishery is restricted for king salmon conservation

Lake Iliamna AC
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Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
oppose
42
oppose

Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
7
Support as
amended

Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
November 28-December 4, 2018 | Dillingham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

0
7
Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial salmon fishery when the Nushagak
River sport fishery is restricted for king salmon conservation
0
7

Alaska Joint Board of Fisheries & Game Proposals
March 21-25, 2019 | Anchorage, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Reduce the membership for the Lake Iliamna Advisory Committee to ten and add
designations for the communities of Pope Vannoy Landing and Port Alsworth
7
0
Discussion about how some communities are shrinking while others
are growing. The AC should represent the changing populations.
Reducing the total number simplifies operations while maintaining
fair representation. Proposal as amended will remove Pope Vannoy
from having a designated and is given to Port Alsworth. We will
now have seven designated seats. One each going to the
communities of Pedro Bay, Port Alsworth, Nondalton, Igiugig,
Kokhonak, Newhalen, and Iliamna. And Three undesignated seats
for a total of ten committee seats.

Alaska Board of Fisheries: Alaska Peninsula/Chignik/Aleutian IslandsBering Sea Proposals

Proposal
Number

February 21-27, 2019 | Anchorage, AK

Proposal Description

Lake Iliamna AC
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Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
134

support
135
support
136

143
oppose
144
support
145
support

I.

Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Repeal the current South Unimak and Shumagin Islands June Salmon Management Plan and
readopt the management plan in place prior to 2001
Recommendations to support 134 and 135 as they will restrict the
7
0
intercept sockeye fisheries to Bristol bay.
Repeal the current South Unimak and Shumagin Islands June Salmon Management Plan and
readopt an amended version of the management plan in place prior to 2001
7
0
Amend the South Unimak and Shumagin Islands June Salmon Management Plan so that fishing
periods are structured with 24-hour windows where commercial salmon fishing gear is in the
water
No motion. Discussion, 136 is similar to 134 and 135 in that this will allow for a “window” of time
for salmon to pass through the intercept fishery and travel to the other fishing and spawning
grounds across the state.
Repeal the immature salmon test fishery in the Shumagin Islands Section
0
7
Restrict commercial fishing for salmon in areas both along the coast and in open seaward waters
of the Outer Port Heiden Section and the open seaward waters of the Ilnik Section when the
preseason Bristol Bay sockeye salmon forecast is 30 million fish or less
Discussion detailing how this could help share the burden of
7
0
conservation across the entire region.
Restrict commercial fishing for salmon along the coast and in offshore waters of the Outer Port
Heiden Section and restrict fishing in offshore waters of the northeast portion of the Ilnik Section
Discussion supporting this action as it will reduce bycatch to Bristol Bay
as well as help stop/lower the over escapement problems to the Outer
Port Heiden area and Ilnik Rivers. The district boundaries currently make
7
0
product quality lower due to the distances the fleet must travel.

Miscellaneous Business:

1. Set date and time of next AC Meeting: Tentative early March Teleconference to
discuss further Joint Board Proposals.
Adjournment: 4:30pm
Minutes Recorded By:_Hill ____________________
Minutes Approved By: _Chairman Randy Alvarez__
Date: 11/14/18________________
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Lower Bristol Bay Advisory Committee
November, 8th, 2018
Teleconference
I.

Call to Order: 10:04 a.m.by Mitch Seybert, Chair

II. Roll Call:
Members Present: Eddie Clark, Mitch Seybert, Mike Enright, Tim Enright, Eric
Beeman, Brian Cato, Mark Kosbruk, Kim Rice, Mary West, Tom Bursch, John
Christiansen
Members Absent (Excused): Gerda Kosbruk, Tracy Vrem
Members Absent (Unexcused):
Number Needed for Quorum on AC: 7
List of User Groups Present:
III. Approval of Agenda: Eric B moved, Tim E 2nd. Approved unanimously.
IV. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes: Tim E moved, Mark K 2nd. Approved
unanimously.
V. Fish and Game Staff Present: Paul Salamone—ADFG UGA & Eg.
Bob Murphy—ADFG North Peninsula
Reid Johnson—ADFG ast. area manager Pt Moller
Lee Borden—ADFG Sportfish
Jason Dye—Sportfish
Gabriella ?—Anchorage subsistence.
Taryn Oconnor-Brito, LBBAC
VI. Guests Present: Gene Sandone—BBEDC
Chuck McCallum—Lake and Pen Borough
Jared Danielson—CAMP
Peter Most—BB fisherman
Art Winowski
VII. Old Business: Staff Comments
Bob Murphy: North Pen—average harvest, good esc., ttl. hvst 2.37? million,
bulk from Nelson Lagoon to OPH, OPH hvst. 356,000. Peter Pan rebuilding Pt.
Moller plant, plan to process in 2019. Silver Bay will buy in 2019. Trident buys
LBBAC
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False Pass plant. Increased capacity for N. Pen in 2019. Discussion between
Bob and Mitch S about how increased capacity would affect catch/esc. in 2019.
Mitch S expressed concern that OPH north line too far north to catch Pt. Heiden
fish and more Pt. Heiden fish caught in N. Ilnek section. Also overescapement
concerns in Ilnek and Meshik discussed.
Paul Salamone: UGA—3.9M run, 2.7M hvst., 1.16 esc. EG—6.7M run, 4.9m hvst.,
1.6M esc.
VIII.New Business:
Game Prop # 140: Motion to Adopt by Eric B, 2nd Tim E. Discussion about
incidental take and DLP issues. Called to vote by Mitch S. Passed unanimously.
BOF Ak Peninsula proposals. Meeting in Anch Feb 21-26.
Prop. # 144. Mitch S call for comments. No staff comments yet, but dept prob
neutral re: allocation. Talked about if prop would help BB on small runs.
Discussed if prop would have quality and limit issues.
Prop. # 145: Mitch S asked Bob M if the fishery could be more efficient if Area
M fishermen could get fish quickly in the north, and then move the fleet south
for quality.
Prop # 146: Bob M to Taryn perhaps get Lisa Fox and Don Wilburn for S Pen
and Chignik issues.
Bristol Bay Proposals.
Tim E motioned to take no action on Props 18,19 ,21,22. No action taken.
Paul S introduced BB props.
Prop #22: Eddie C’s subsistence prop. Dept is neutral. Eddie C: hard to get
to upper line where fishery starts. Currently less than 1000 fish caught in
fishery. Open June 1—15 no others. Paul S: not open 24/7 except above upper
marker in EG and UGA. EG has had another couple short openings during
season. Eddie C: subsistence is #1, dont get enough. Vote: 10 for, 1 opposed.
Prop #27: Dept neutral. Eddie C : permit prices fluxuate with salmon prices,
not stacking. Family members leaving fishery and historical sites are lost. Kim
R: same situation as Eddie. Also no problem with stacking on our side of the
bay. Mitch S asked for other ACs comments and Taryn gave Nush, Nak, Iliamna
ACs outcomes. Mitch S: UGA and EG have own situation. Eddie C: Life as
normal when stacking, Dillingham had one bad apple. Vote called: for 5,
against 5, neutral 1.
Paul S prop # 29: Dept supports, discussed methods for determining
abundance .Mitch S: kings vs. trawlers, Tim E: Dead kings fall out of smaller
mesh nets, wasteful. Vote: carried unanimously.
Paul S prop # 31: Dept does not support. Vote: opposed unanimously.
Paul S prop # 32: Run timing has been later. Tom B: option of extending EO?
Paul S: only in UGA. Eddie C: ties managers hands. Ditto from Mitch S. Vote:
opposed unanimously.
Paul S prop # 33: Dept neutral. Eddie C: Naknek AC thoroughly discussed and
voted against. Vote: opposed unanimously.
Paul S Drift stacking props: Dept neutral. Mitch S: should stay status quo.
LBBAC
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Drift stacking detrimental to local villages. Art W: bad proposal. Mitch S: 25
% of the boats catch 50% of salmon. quality better if catch spread out among
more of fleet. Tom B: opposed as young people have a harder time entering
fishery. Vote props 25,26: opposed unanimously.
Prop # 23: 10 in favor, 1 against.
Prop # 30: Motion to adopt by Eric B. Mitch S: bigger boats put people out of
business. Quality is already the best it has ever been in BB. Eddie C (?) :42’
boats cheaper than 32’ boats. Gerda (?): Worried about area M boats coming
to BB. Vote: 2 in favor, 9 opposed.
Taryn: Proceedures for approval of minutes prior to BOF meeting. Mitch S:
who will approve minutes? Mitch S nominated to approve minutes. Vote to
have Mitch S approve minutes: carried unanimously.
Jason Dye Proposal # 62: Not particularly beneficial. Tim E: motioned to
take no action.
Taryn: HQ : what Board meetings to fund LBBAC to attend? Mitch S: BB, AK
Pen, maybe Joint Boards.
Taryn: AC encouraged to look at AC committee proposed regs. Also should I get
S Pen and Chignik managers for our next AC meeting? Mitch S: Yes.
Taryn: Will put Joint Board and Statewide props on next meeting.
Mitch S and Taryn: next meeting 10:00 a.m., Friday, December 14.

Adjournment: 12:45 p.m.
Minutes Recorded By: Eric M Beeman
Minutes Approved By: Mitch Seybert_
Date: 11/14/2018________________
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Matanuska Valley Fish and Game Advisory Committee
Minutes of October 24th, 2018
MTA Building Palmer
•

Call to Order: 7:06 pm by Herb Mansavage

•

Roll Call:
Members Present: Herb Mansavage, Birch Yuknis, Austin Manelick, Dan Montgomery,
Tim Stephens, Neil Dewitt, Chris Alderman, Danny Lewis, Dom Nickles, Andy Couch,
Mont Mahoney
Members Absent (Excused): Mel Grove, Bob Marshall, Hans Nordstrom, Chad Lipse, Don
Dygert, Terry Nininger
Number Needed for Quorum on AC: 8?
List of User Groups Present: Alaska Outdoor Council (Rob Arno), ADF&G (Tim Peltier),
Rep Eastman (Jerrod McClure), General Public (GlennHelmuth)

•

Approval of Agenda:

•

New Business: Rob Arno with AOC ACR #4 The Antlerless Moose Hunt in 16B. Basically
if we have a Tier 2 hunt (subsistence) how can we have a antlerless hunt? If ADF&G
feels that a Tier 2 hunt is necessary then there is not a harvestable surplus. Yet Mr.
Pelitier with ADF&G states that the Department feels there is a harvesatable surplus.
Several AC members feel that the Departments population objective is too low and that
the area can support more moose.

•

ACR#4 Vote to see if this measure qualifies as an ACR Motion Failed 3-8-0

ACR#2 Vote to see if this qualifies as an ACR, Motion Passed 10-1-0 no opposing
comment. ADF&G needs direction on whether to manage invasive species or eliminate
them. (Worried about Mule deer and ticks right now)
ACR#3 Vote to see if this qualifies as an ACR, Motion Failed 0-11-0. AC feels that there is
no biological issue. And the BOG cannot impose fines
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Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
18
Fail

19

Fail

20
Fail

21
22
Fail

23
Fail

24
Fail

25
Fail

26
Fail

Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
November 28-December 4, 2018 | Dillingham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons),
Amendments to Proposal, Voting Notes

Repeal limits to subsistence fishing periods in the Nushagak District
9-3
Birch Feels that there are currently enough days.
Abstaining members felt that if there opportunity was
0
truly limited that more opportunity could be allowed
Allow subsistence fishing for salmon with dipnets near Dillingham
1
7-3
Allow use of drift gillnets not more than 10 fathoms in length for subsistence
salmon fishing in the Wood and Nushagak Rivers near Dillingham
7-3
Austin Left room. Mr Peltier did not know why we
would want to change gear. A Concern was that more
subsistence fish would be harvested by commercial
0
operators
Allow subsistence fishing with hook and line attached to rod or pole in Six Mile
Lake
Allow subsistence fishing for salmon in the Egegik District at any time from
May 1 through September 30
7-4
Failed due to possble biological concerns early and late
0
in the season
Clarify that the holder of two drift gillnet limited entry permits may operate up
to 150 fathoms of drift gillnet gear
1-7
Less people have the opportunity to fish if one person
3
can fish two permits
Allow the holder of either two set gillnet or two drift gillnet limited entry
permits to operate more gear than the holder of a single limited entry permit
0
11-0
See Comments 23
Allow an individual holding two drift gillnet limited entry permits to operate up
to 200 fathoms of drift gillnet gear
0
11-0
See Comments 23
Allow the owner of two drift gillnet limited entry permits to operate 200
fathoms of drift gillnet gear from a single vessel
0
11-0
See Comments 23
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27
Fail

28
Fail

29
Pass

30
Fail

31

Allow the holder of two set gillnet limited entry permits in the NaknekKvichak, Egegik, and Ugashik districts to operate 100 fathoms of set gillnet
gear
0
10-1
See Comments 23
Allow commercial fishing for salmon, with set net gear only, within the section
of the Kvichak River that borders Levelock Village land
0
11-0
Felt that this would privatize a fishery for a select group
Establish mesh size restrictions for the conservation of king salmon in the
Naknek-Kvichak and Ugashik Districts
11
0-0
Already how ADF&G is managing
Increase the maximum length for drift gillnet vessels from 32 feet in overall
length to 42 feet in overall length
11-0
Smaller boats could get pushed out of the market. Very
0
historic for 32 feet. Already harvesting plenty of fish
Delay implementation of the 48-hour district transfer notification period until
the third Saturday in June

32

Extend duration of late-season fishing periods in the Naknek-Kvichak, Egegik,
and Ugashik Districts

33
34

Allow the use of beach weirs in commercial salmon fishing in Bristol Bay
2
6-3
Some felt this would be too efficient
Reduce closed waters in the Naknek-Kvichak District

35

Reduce closed waters in the Naknek-Kvichak District near Graveyard Creek

36

Repeal conditions that must be met prior to allowing commercial fishing for
salmon in the Alagnak River Special Harvest Area
10-1
This takes away the provision for meeting the sockeye
0
salmon escapement goal before opening the fishery
Manage the Naknek and Kvichak sections independent of each other based on
the harvestable surplus within each section and establish section-specific
harvest allocation criteria so that 84% of each section’s harvest is allocated to
the drift gillnet fleet and 16% of the section’s harvest is allocated to the set
gillnet fleet

Fail

Fail

37

38
Fail

39

Repeal provisions to open the Wood River Special Harvest Area when the
escapement of sockeye salmon into the Wood River exceeds 1,100,000 fish
and the escapement is projected to exceed 1,400,000 fish
0
8-1
Could harm late run kings and coho. Huge liberization
Open the wood River Special Harvest Area to both set and drift gillnet gear
after July 17
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40

Establish a drawing system for use of the four furthest downriver set gillnet
sites in the Wood River Special Harvest Area

41

Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial salmon fishery when
the Nushagak River sport fishery is restricted for king salmon conservation
0-3
We support paired restrictions when a conservation
8
concern
Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial salmon fishery when
the Nushagak River sport fishery is restricted for king salmon conservation
8
0-3
See Comments 41
Establish subdistricts in the Nushagak District
8-2
This could have large impacts on king salmon. Kings
1
matter too
Allow any remaining unharvested Togiak District herring spawn-on-kelp
allocation to be reallocated to the Togiak District sac roe herring fishery
9-2
Worried about overharvest. Herring populations have
0
been declining
Allow unharvested Togiak District sac roe gillnet allocation to be reallocated to
the Dutch Harbor food and bait herring fishery
0
9-2
See comments 44
Increase the amount of harvestable surplus Togiak herring allocated to the
purse seine fleet from 70 percent to 88 percent
0
9-2
See comments 44
Adopt the Southwest Alaska Rainbow Trout Management Plan
WE don't have the plan
Modify the sport fishing season in the Naknek River drainage
9-1
If conditions are crowded, limiting the season dates
1
makes it more crowded
Prohibit retention of rainbow trout by nonresident sport anglers in a portion
of the Naknek River drainage
1
8-2
Only applies to NR. Is there a conservation concern?
Prohibit guiding on the Naknek River drainage during spring from the marker
at Lake Camp downstream to the marker at Rapids Camp

Pass

42
Pass

43

Fail

44
Fail

45
Fail

46
Fail

47

NA

48

Fail

49
Fail

50
51
Fail

52
Fail

53

Fail

54

Establish a limited guide permit system between September 10 and October
20 in a portion of the Naknek River
0
10-1
Cumbersome without a conservation concern
Limit the number of clients a sport fishing guide or sport fishing guide business
may have while targeting trout in a portion of the Naknek River drainage
0
7-2
How do you differentiate what one is fishing for?
Establish guide permits in a section of the Naknek River drainage
1
7-0
Feel people could find ways around this provision
Limit the hours guides or clients can fish on a section of the Naknek River
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Fail

55

Fail

56
Pass

57
Fail

58

Fail

59
Fail

60
Fail

61

Pass

62
Fail

7-1

People should be allowed to fish when they want. Neil
made an amendment that failed to extend the hours
0
from 6am to 6pm
Limit the days guides or clients can fish on a section of the Naknek River
0
8-0
This will not alleviate pressure
Prohibit chumming by guides and other commercial users in portions of the
Naknek River drainage sport fishery
8
0-0
If no bait, then no chumming
Prohibit the use of certain sport fishing tackle in a section of the Naknek River
drainage
0
8-0
Too broad
Close sport fishing for king salmon in a portion of the Naknek River drainage
0
5-3
Does not feel this will help
Close waters to king salmon sport fishing in a section of the Naknek River
drainage
0
5-3
See comments on 58
Create a rod limit for nonresident anglers sport fishing for salmon on a portion
of the Naknek River
0
7-1
Don't see the need to restrict NR
Prohibit blocking access to sport fishing locations in the Naknek River
7
1-0
This should be done Statewide
All sport-caught fish removed from the water in all freshwater drainages of the
Bristol Bay Area must be retained
7-0
Puts the angler in a difficult situation when a fish does
1
what a fish wants to do

Meeting adjourned at 9 pm.
Minutes Recorded By: Birch Yuknis and Andy Couch
Minutes Approved By: Chair Herb Mansavage
Date: 11/12/2018
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Naknek/Kvichak AC Minutes
October 22, 2018
Dollies Hall, Naknek, AK

I.

Call to Order: [7:07] by [William Regan co-chair/Everett Thompson co-chair]

II.
Roll Call:
Members Present: Ralph Zimin, John Wise, George Wilson Jr, Joe Klutsch, Graham Morrison,
Patricia Adel, Marc Watson, Everett Thompson, William Regan
Members Absent (Excused):Richard Wilson, Gustie Tallekpallek, Joey Klutsch, Sergie Chukwak
Members Absent (Unexcused):
Number Needed for Quorum on AC:7
List of User Groups Present: Subsistence, Commercial and sport fish
III.

Approval of Agenda: John Wise made motion, Everett Thompson 2nd passed unanimous

IV.

Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes: Ralph Zimin made a motion Everett Thompson
2nd, passed unanimous

V.

Fish and Game Staff Present:
Tayn O’ Connor-Brito Board support
Travis Elison Commercial Fisheries
Lee Borden Sport fish
Jason Dye
Sport fish

VI.

Guests Present:
Lorri Cockwell
James Young
Christopher Manes
Tyson Wright
Robert Hill
Pete Caruso
Eddie Clark
Chris Klosterman

VII.

Elections for AC members:
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nominations opens,
John Wise nominates Marc Watson
George Wilson nominates Everett Thompson
Everett Thompson nominates George Wilson
Patricia Edel nominates Graham Morrison
Graham Morrison nominates Patricia Edel
William Regan asks the public if anyone wishes to run, nominations are closed. William asks for
unanimous consent. Ac members and public voted unanimous to keep the ac members
and their designated seats.
VIII.

ADF&G Staff Updates:
Travis- asked the advisory committee if he needs to go over the 2018 run summary.
Everyone in the meeting understands where the season fell and how well it was for all river and
districts.
Lee- He talked about the mortality rate on catch and release of kings on the Nushagak
system they started and it’s too early to draw up conclusions as they are crunching the
numbers. He thought the mortality was somewhere around 3-8%
IX.

Comments and Concerns AC Members and Public:
No public or ac concerns

X.

New Business: Discussion of minute approval for AC minutes to be submitted to the
Board of Fisheries before the November 14, 2018 meeting: William made a motion
George Wilson will write up the minutes and William Regan will approve them. Passed
unanimously.

XI.
XII.

Joe Klutch and George Wilson Jr will be at dillingham to testify
A tentative date of late January for our next meeting.
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
18
support

19
Amended
20
No action
21
support
22
Support

23

November 28-December 4, 2018 | Dillingham, AK
Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Repeal limits to subsistence fishing periods in the Nushagak District
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
members felt that discussing issues outside of your district would
be an issue but for the majority we felt this issue was an area we all
9
can come together and support as a whole for the good of the area
Allow subsistence fishing for salmon with dipnets near Dillingham
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, to
support as amended to include naknek/kvichak river systems . Full
9
support unanimous
Allow use of drift gillnets not more than 10 fathoms in length for subsistence salmon
fishing in the Wood and Nushagak Rivers near Dillingham
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
9
Outside our area no discussion
Allow subsistence fishing with hook and line attached to rod or pole in Six Mile Lake
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
unanimous we all felt that support subsistence in any means is
9
important to all alaskan’s
Allow subsistence fishing for salmon in the Egegik District at any time from May 1 through
September 30
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
Eddie explained the issue of subsistence users in egegik district
have to wait for emergency orders to fish. Our alaska constitution
states in priority that Subsistence, commercial than sport fish are
listed in that order of importance. The ac member and public all
9
agree with that.
Clarify that the holder of two drift gillnet limited entry permits may operate up to 150
fathoms of drift gillnet gear
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Oppose
24
oppose

25
Oppose
26
oppose
27
oppose

28
oppose
29
support
30
oppose
31

7
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, the
2
regulation doesn’t change anything,
Allow the holder of either two set gillnet or two drift gillnet limited entry permits to
operate more gear than the holder of a single limited entry permit
6
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, the
fear is it would consolidate the fishery to 900 operations and that
would cut individuals out of the fishery. It would create a different
class of drift gillnetters. Others felt that it was a much needed
change to the fishery. There will always be evolution to this fishery
3
and this could be one of them. A lot of discussion for both sides
Allow an individual holding two drift gillnet limited entry permits to operate up to 200
fathoms of drift gillnet gear
6
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
3
similar to proposal 23 same reasons.
Allow the owner of two drift gillnet limited entry permits to operate 200 fathoms of drift
gillnet gear from a single vessel
6
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
3
similar to proposal 23 same reasons.
Allow the holder of two set gillnet limited entry permits in the Naknek-Kvichak, Egegik,
and Ugashik districts to operate 100 fathoms of set gillnet gear
6
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
public feels this is a way to keep permits within the family as
generations are getting older and getting out of the fishery or
siblings or younger individuals don’t want to participate in the
fishery. This would allow individual locals to retain permits within
the family. Ac members felt this is similar to drift gillnet fishers and
3
consolidating the fishery is not warranted.
Allow commercial fishing for salmon, with set net gear only, within the section of the
Kvichak River that borders Levelock Village land
9
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, this
proposal is allocative and would create a new fishery. unanimous
0
no support.
Establish mesh size restrictions for the conservation of king salmon in the Naknek-Kvichak
and Ugashik Districts
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, fish
and game management already puts these restrictions into EO’S so
9
this is just clarity what they do every year.
Increase the maximum length for drift gillnet vessels from 32 feet in overall length to 42
feet in overall length
9
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, this
proposal has been brought to the attention of the board every cycle
0
and the concerns are still the same.
Delay implementation of the 48-hour district transfer notification period until the third
Saturday in June
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support

32
oppose

33
oppose
34
oppose
35
no action
36
oppose

37

oppose

38
No action

Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
early fishers like the ability to get crew and gear out in different
districts and make sure everything is ready for the season. 2
4
abstained because they didn’t understand the issue
Extend duration of late-season fishing periods in the Naknek-Kvichak, Egegik, and Ugashik
Districts
8
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, the
majority felt that department has the authority to continue
emergency orders late into the season if escapement was not met
but everyone seen last two years that the fishing opportunities
1
where extended into august if all systems escapement where met
Allow the use of beach weirs in commercial salmon fishing in Bristol Bay
9
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, the
0
state almost lost the whole fishery because of these types of gear
Reduce closed waters in the Naknek-Kvichak District
9
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
unanimous this is allocative and the proposal already got more
0
fishing grounds the board cycle before.
Reduce closed waters in the Naknek-Kvichak District near Graveyard Creek
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, no
9
comments
Repeal conditions that must be met prior to allowing commercial fishing for salmon in the
Alagnak River Special Harvest Area
8
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
department stated they would have opened the fishery 2018
season when naknek special harvest area opened but because of
the king salmon clause it didn’t allow them to. The majority stated
that the king salmon provision is in there to protect them and any
type of fishing weather sport of commercial can’t happen until
escapements are met. The king salmon escapement is important to
1
the state and locals for many reasons
Manage the Naknek and Kvichak sections independent of each other based on the
harvestable surplus within each section and establish section-specific harvest allocation
criteria so that 84% of each section’s harvest is allocated to the drift gillnet fleet and 16%
of the section’s harvest is allocated to the set gillnet fleet
8
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
most felt this would be a difficult for the department to
management because of the lag of data along with enforcement as
1
well.
Repeal provisions to open the Wood River Special Harvest Area when the escapement of
sockeye salmon into the Wood River exceeds 1,100,000 fish and the escapement is
projected to exceed 1,400,000 fish
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, no
9
comment out of our area
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39
No action
40
No action
41
oppose

42
oppose
43
No action
44
oppose
45
oppose
46
oppose
47
No action
48
support

Open the wood River Special Harvest Area to both set and drift gillnet gear after July 17
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, no
9
comment out of our area
Establish a drawing system for use of the four furthest downriver set gillnet sites in the
Wood River Special Harvest Area
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, no
9
comment out of our area
Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial salmon fishery when the
Nushagak River sport fishery is restricted for king salmon conservation
9
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, the
commercial fleet has bore the burden of conservation for years
with both gear restrictions and no commercial openers for King
Salmon. The ac sees the department managing in best interest of
0
conservations stocks of king salmon
Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial salmon fishery when the
Nushagak River sport fishery is restricted for king salmon conservation
9
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
0
same reasons as proposal 41
Establish subdistricts in the Nushagak District
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, no
9
comment, not within our district
Allow any remaining unharvested Togiak District herring spawn-on-kelp allocation to be
reallocated to the Togiak District sac roe herring fishery
9
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, the
ac did not support any changes to allocate any resources for future
0
fishers
Allow unharvested Togiak District sac roe gillnet allocation to be reallocated to the Dutch
Harbor food and bait herring fishery
9
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, for
0
same reasons as proposal 44
Increase the amount of harvestable surplus Togiak herring allocated to the purse seine
fleet from 70 percent to 88 percent
9
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, for
0
same reasons as proposal 44
Adopt the Southwest Alaska Rainbow Trout Management Plan
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, felt
almost all of this management is already within departments
9
policies
Modify the sport fishing season in the Naknek River drainage
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
great idea of shortening the season because it is getting into the
spawning season. Others stated that these restrictions are against
the locals more and more are put on ourselves to protect the
9
resource. Much need for the health of the fishery
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49
support
50
No action
51
No action
52
support
53
no action
54
support

55
support

56
support
57
support
58
support
59

Prohibit retention of rainbow trout by nonresident sport anglers in a portion of the
Naknek River drainage
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, our
9
own proposal that we all worked on last spring
Prohibit guiding on the Naknek River drainage during spring from the marker at Lake
Camp downstream to the marker at Rapids Camp
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
great idea but leave it for the proposer to bring to the full board in
9
december
Establish a limited guide permit system between September 10 and October 20 in a
portion of the Naknek River
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
department stated this creates a limited entry which the board has
9
no authority to enact.
Limit the number of clients a sport fishing guide or sport fishing guide business may have
while targeting trout in a portion of the Naknek River drainage
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, our
9
own proposal that we all worked on last spring
Establish guide permits in a section of the Naknek River drainage
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
9
falls inline with our ac proposal
Limit the hours guides or clients can fish on a section of the Naknek River
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, this
is done on the kenai and works,notable in september there are a lot
of boats on the river still. The locals feels like they can’t enjoy the
9
evenings with family and friends without the congested river
Limit the days guides or clients can fish on a section of the Naknek River
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, this
is done on the kenai as well, locals would really like a day any day
for themselves to enjoy our own backyard. Ac members supported
this proposal as a secondary option if our Ac proposals were not in
9
support from the board of fish.
Prohibit chumming by guides and other commercial users in portions of the Naknek River
drainage sport fishery
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, our
9
own proposal that we all worked on last spring
Prohibit the use of certain sport fishing tackle in a section of the Naknek River drainage
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, our
9
own proposal that we all worked on last spring
Close sport fishing for king salmon in a portion of the Naknek River drainage
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, our
9
own proposal that we all worked on last spring
Close waters to king salmon sport fishing in a section of the Naknek River drainage
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support
60
support
61
support
62

support

0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
9
same as proposal 58 that we support
Create a rod limit for nonresident anglers sport fishing for salmon on a portion of the
Naknek River
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, our
9
own proposal that we all worked on last spring
Prohibit blocking access to sport fishing locations in the Naknek River
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded, our
9
own proposal that we all worked on last spring
All sport-caught fish removed from the water in all freshwater drainages of the Bristol Bay
Area must be retained
0
Everett Thompson made motion to approve and was seconded,
great idea, the mortality rate goes up and person’s has observed
sport fishers that want to take pictures a fish can be out of the
9
water for a long time.

Adjournment:
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Proposal RC 36 There is a Board Generated Proposal RC 36 to clarify special harvest
areas: whether they are or are not in the commercial fishing district and addresses set
netting in Special Harvest Areas. The current wording may produce unintended
consequences- find it at:
http://www.adfg.a laska .gov/ stat ic/regulatio ns/regprocess/fishe riesboa rd /pdfs/20182019/ws/rcs/ rc036 BOF Al Cain BB Area and Gear SHA.pdf
AC agreed to take up RC 36 after addressing the book proposals.
Other meetings of interest: * Alaska Peninsula/ Aleutians Feb 21-26 in Anchorage was
shortened by one day. * Statewide Finfish and Supplemental Anchorage March 8-11 •
Joint Boards to address AC issues and Process for adopting regulations March 21-25 in
Anchorage.
Board of Game: • November 16 ACR teleconference - there may be several ACRs for 9B
regarding bears. * South Central meeting March 15-19 in Anchorage.
Break 10:05-10:15
Chris Carr AC member from Portage Creek joined the meeting 10:15

X.

Comments and Concerns
AC members:e
Chris Carr asked to add a discussion of roe stripping near Portage and the number ofe
proxy hunts one person is allowed to conduct for winter moose hunts. There are rumorse
that one person did 7 or 10 proxies last year. Add under New Businesse
Todd Fritze asked to add clarification of positioning wolf and wolverine with snow-go to
New Business. Last winter the BOG meeting ended with unclear resolution except for
the caribou portion. Todd says he hopes the AC will write a letter to the BOG.
Taryn reminded the AC that the deadline for Agenda Change Requests for the BOG is
November 1, on-time public comments are due November 13 and the BOG will have a
teleconference to consider ACRs on Nov 16.
Susie moved Dan 2nd Motion Carried Unanimous: to add the following items for
discussion in New Business:
•eDiscuss a letter or ACR to the Board of Game regarding their intent last meeting, one
positioning of wolves and wolverines with snowmobile.e
•eThe number of winter moose hunt proxies one person may conduct in a season.e
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*aDiscuss apparent problem of stripping roe from salmon caught in the Nushagak anda
Wood Rivers.a
Public:
A copy of a letter authored by Bristol Bay fisherman Randy Sandvik was circulated. The
letter addresses permit stacking, boat length, quality of fish handling and safety. The
letter opposes permit stacking and advocates various proposals seeking longer
commercial boats citing reasons of quality of fish, efficiency, and safety.

XI.

New Business:
!. Reauthorization of the 17A antlerless moose season, (BOG proposal 134)
Dan Move Susie 2nd Motion carries unanimous to reauthorize this hunt.
2.aReauthorize Central/Southwest region brown bear tag fee exemption ( BOG proposala
140)a
Dan move Joe 2nd Motion carries unanimous to reauthorize brown bear tag fee
exemption. Dan spoke in support-this is much less burdensome and the data is still
collected when the bear is sealed.
3.aAddress Board of Fisheries Bristol Bay Finfish proposals and RC 36.a
SEE TEMPLATE FOLLOWING for actions.
12:35- 1:10 Lunch Break between action on Proposal 20 and 21.
1:12 Roll call after lunch
Quorum established Gayla, Curt and Joe initially absent but arrived within the next 20
minutes.
3:03 PM Gayla departed meeting quorum intact - as proposal 39 was addressed. One of
the members attending by phone may have dropped out as well.
4:29 5 minute break before proposal 40 was addressed.
As the afternoon progressed a couple AC members departed for other obligations.
Quorum was maintained.
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THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE TAKEN UP AFTER THE AC WORKED THROUGH THE FISH
PROPOSALS
3.oDiscuss Stand For Salmon Ballot Measure :o
Agenda item apparently added at request of AC member Gayla Hoseth who was
not able to remain at the meeting to discuss this item.
Several member comments to the effect that we should not get into politics. The
meeting has run long. Other comments urging support and protection for healthy
salmon habitat and wildlife habitat in general.
Joe moved to take no action, Dan 2nd. Motion carries unanimous.
4.oProcess to approve minutes:o
With some discussion. AC understands that Dept of Law wants a single person to
approve minutes.
Joe Move, Chris 2nd carries unanimous to: Secretary to type minutes and submit to
Chairman to review, approve and forward to Boards on time.
5.oPositioning wolf and wolverineso
Short discussion on Todd's impressions from some of the BOG immediately posto
meeting vs current regulation book. Different people have different understanding ofo
final results. Some think the BOG dropped the wolf and wolverines with no intentionso
of addressing them. Others think BOG may have forgotten about the wolves etc.o
Others think it was BOG intent to allow positioning and one person thought a Boardo
member said it was fine to position these animals.o
Todd moved Joe 2nd- AC supported unanimously: Todd and Frank will compose ao
letter from the AC to request the BOG clarify their actions regarding position of wolveso
and wolverines with snow mobiles at the BOG meeting held in Dillingham last winter.o
6.oSalmon Roe stripping.o
During summer of 2018 Chris found pink and chum salmon carcasses wasted with eggso
removed. Some fish were taken out of his subsistence net. Others have found similarlyo
wasted fish in creeks near Aleknagik - only the eggs were taken. Several comments fromo
ADFG and AC that this is an enforcement issue and troopers should be notified ASAP. Ito
was noted the Wildlife Trooper was not present at the meeting. Chris was encouragedo
to contact ADFG staff as well. ADFG staff will bring this to Troopers' attention.o
7.oNumber of Proxies a person may obtain.o
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
18
Support

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dilline:ham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Repeal limits to subsistence fishing periods in the Nushagak District
Susie move Joe 2nd to adopt
15
Very long discussion with strong feelings on all sides. Some feel the
0
schedule does not give them reasonable opportunity. Several public
and AC say it was very irritating that Subsistence is official priority
but even with the 2018 the huge run and we are limited to 3 days
on local beaches. Commercial was nearly wide open and sport bag
limits were increased. Current 3 day schedule is very difficult with
8-5 work schedule, add bad weather days and tide cycles limitso
access to Kanakanak Beach where a lot of nets are set and siteo
competition can be significant. Do some folks fish overnight just too
keep their spot yet risk getting slammed?o
Many people want to get enough fish quickly to be able to process
efficiently- especially smoking drying and canning.
Concerns expressed for potential waste if the 3 day schedule is
repealed; even with 3 days nearly every year someone catches too
many fish and can't get rid of them. Historically the regulation was
made to address waste. There were observations that unused fish
(sometimes a lot) are seen in the landfill - likely just dumped.
Historically the 3 day schedule was due to problems with folks not
tending nets and catching too many fish, wanton waste was a
problem. 3 day is only in effect for nearby Dillingham beaches.
People can go outside boundaries and fish 24/7. Some fish thrown
out that are ok just because a gull picked eyes out - that's waste the fish is often still ok.
Going outside Dillingham Beach boundaries requires a skiff and
many who fish the beaches don't have skiffs.
Opening 24/7 might reduce crowding and site competition; folks
could get their fish, get out and allow others access to a site.
When the commercial fishery goes into the WRSHA available
subsistence areas further restricted.
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dilline:ham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Waste problems are a public education and enforcement issues.
With fewer Troopers and all tied up with commercial fishery its
hard to get enforcement on subsistence.
More education could help. Maybe during peak run, regulation
should require permittees to remain on-site. Opponents say onsite requirement is difficult too; people just need to know how to
manage their nets and sites. Waste is unacceptable.
ADFG comment; even when some folks are warned they really
don't "get it" and over do.
It was suggested since tide cycle is known, ADFG could publish an
annual fishing schedule around best tides. Problem is what
constitutes the "right tide" varies by site and user; lots of
disagreement on what's right. Also some years there might only be
one tide in a day- it can happen for a whole week.
What about limiting opening during daylight hours say 9 AM to
9PM, (or 7-7?)? Still may conflict with tides, weather, beach access.
Once ADFG tried to waive the 3 day restriction and it made some
people extremely unhappy.
Suggestion to add warnings and information about catching excess
fish on the subsistence permit to help educate.
There may not be a conservation problem but we don't want a
waste problem. Need time or gear restrictions, more self policing
and education; something to prevent waste. Maybe open and
close similar to the commercial fishery?
Roll Call vote.
Allow subsistence fishing for salmon with dipnets near Dillingham
19
Curt Move Joe 2nd to adopt
12
Author spoke. Intent was to allow only under the subsistence
Support as
3
regulations; he didn't want to unleash a Kenai situation but has
amended
experienced trying to avoid excess chum and pinks in big years
when only needs a few reds or silvers. Intended for official
boundaries of Dillingham Beaches ONLY- opposed to expanding
up-river, operate dip nets from the beach only not from boats.
Admits to trying it briefly and successfully with a small landing net
Nushagak AC October 26, 2018
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillingham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

trespass and especially crowding concerns.
Final vote as amended Yes 12 no 3

20
Support

Allow use of drift gillnets not more than 10 fathoms in length for subsistence salmon
fishing in the Wood and Nushagak Rivers near Dillingham
Susie Move Gayla 2nd to adopt
9
"There can be as many as 600+ Alaska residents in the area with
6
commercial drift boats qualified to fish subsistence, do we want
that kind of effort?"
I have advocated for this for years but not quite as this is written,
we need a vessel size limit of 20 feet or less. In the fall I see some
of the commercial fleet hauling box after box to the airport and I
wonder what they are doing. I hear rumors and have seen nets
that look up to 50 fathoms drifting near Lewis Point.
In the 80's and earlier we drifted right out in front of town to get
the fish we needed- I have never understood the prohibition - I
support this.
There was a discussion of legal personal use of commercial catch;
there are no restrictions on number of fish that can be taken for
PU.
Drifting might reduce waste as people would be tending their nets
and would not leave them out overnight or through bad weather
like set nets.
Concern expressed that too many kings might be taken if large
vessels are allowed.
We should be very careful, this may attract too much effort.
"People from New Stuyahok drift anyway, we want it allowed up by
our village. "
In our discussion of dip netting we opposed drifting, why would we
allow this?
If this is allowed near the sport fishery it may cause trouble.
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action

21
No Action

22
No Action
23

Support

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillinocham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

I support as written to help people get their fish, so what if a few
more people come.
Allow subsistence fishing with hook and line attached to rod or pole in Six Mile Lake
Susie Move Kay 2nd to: take no action out of area. Support
motion unanimous
Allow subsistence fishing for salmon in the Egegik District at any time from May 1 through
September 30
Susie Move Kay 2nd to: take no action out of area. Support
motion unanimous
Clarify that the holder of two drift gillnet limited entry permits may operate up to 150
fathoms of drift gillnet gear
Susie Move Tom 2nd to adopt
15
0
One of the co- authors spoke in support: Single owners stacking 2
permits is a big departure from the original intent of the D permit
designed to help a new comer, or person who lost use of a boat but
has a permit, or who could not afford to put their boat in the water.
The original D permit regulation designed to reduce gear in the
water but give some benefit for the extra permit.
Comment: Supporters of this proposal need to present the full
history of D permits to the BOF, address economic impacts when
prices were really low, runs were low, people were hurting and
some folks couldn't afford to put their boats in the water or had
lost a boat to break down etc.
We don't want to be obstructionists but we want to support
continuing the original purpose of the D permit when 2 permit
holders had to be on the boat and one person could not own 2
permits at the same time. That extra 50 fathoms makes a big
difference in catching power.
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action

24
Opposed

25
Opposed

26
Opposed

27
Opposed

November ZS-December 4, 2018 I Dillin11ham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Different co-author: I'd like to discourage permit stacking and
doubling gear by single owners.
Allow the holder of either two set gillnet or two drift gillnet limited entry permits to
operate more gear than the holder of a single limited entry permit
Susie Move, Tom 2nd to adopt:
We just acted on 23: we want to maintain original practice and
0
lS
intent of D permits. We are clear we don't want individuals stacking
permits. This would allow too much concentration of gear in the
hands of a few fishers. Makes it hard for locals to get jobs or
compete.
We should actively oppose not just take no action.
Allow an individual holding two drift gillnet limited entry permits to operate up to 200
fathoms of drift gillnet gear
Susie Move, Tom 2nd to adopt:
0
15
We just acted on 23: we want to maintain original practice and
intent of D permits. We are clear we don't want individuals stacking
permits. This would allow too much concentration of gear in the
hands of a few fishers. Makes it hard for locals to get jobs or
compete.
We should actively oppose not just take no action.
Allow the owner of two drift gillnet limited entry permits to operate 200 fathoms of drift
gillnet gear from a single vessel
Susie Move, Tom 2nd to adopt:
15
0
We just acted on 23: we want to maintain original practice and
intent of D permits. We are clear we don't want individuals stacking
permits. This would allow too much concentration of gear in the
hands of a few fishers. Makes it hard for locals to get jobs or
compete.
We should actively oppose not just take no action.
Allow the holder of two set gillnet limited entry permits in the Naknek-Kvichak, Egegik,
and Ugashik districts to operate 100 fathoms of set gillnet gear
15
Curt Move Tom 2nd to adopt:
0
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action

28
No Action

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dilline-ham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

AC member - An east side set netter commented : This was once
legal and sunsetted and died. There is no need for this I'm opposed
to it. Just trying to copy like the drift net proposals we just
addressed. This has come up before and was shot down.
Allow commercial fishing for salmon, with set net gear only, within the section of the
Kvichak River that borders Levelock Village land
Susie move , Gayla 2nd to take no action.
Discussion It appears Levelock is trying to build a fish plant and
wants easy access to fish for their plant, save transport time and
costs.
AC member inclined to support this for the village and help logistics
fort them. Its a small thing but gets confusing and concerning with
the allocation talk. Allocation drives management more than I
expected.
We should take action to support local efforts. Help them.
Boards indicated that lliamna Ac opposed this.
Other AC members not comfortable as it might mess up current
allocation plan and its far afield for most members of our local
area.
Voting on motion to take no action Y 10 -- No 4.

29
Support
30

Opposed

Establish mesh size restrictions for the conservation of king salmon in the Naknek-Kvichak
and Ugashik Districts
Dan Move Susie 2nd to adopt
14
0
Dan I supporto, makes it easier for the department and informs
fleet. Susie saves time for the department.
This is mostly housekeeping.
Increase the maximum length for drift gillnet vessels from 32 feet in overall length to 42
feet in overall length
Curt Move Susie second to adopt
A letter from a Randy Sandvik was circulated among the AC. Letter
1
13
listed points in favor and some against longer vessels.
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
No Action

33
Oppose

34
Oppose

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillingham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

AC member from Togiak asked: last year was really late, would this
have had an effect there? - ADFG said NO
When asked if ADFG can extend by1 day by EO ADFG answered
YES
Another AC member expressed concern that shorter closed time
could hurt coho escapement.
Vote on motion to take no action Y13--Nl
Allow the use of beach weirs in commercial salmon fishing in Bristol Bay
Susie move Tom 2nd to adopt
0
14
Several comment that this is just renaming a fish trap and fish traps
are outlawed in the constitution.
Comment: I think the arguments they make in support are invalid.
We are getting high quality fish now with current gear.
Reduce closed waters in theNaknek-Kvichak District
Susie Move Gayla 2nd to adopt
0
13
This proposal does not address conditions for erosion criteria
established by the Board in 2016.
1
A Dillingham set netter who fishes the area of concerns says:
abstain because of the erosion, none of us are fishing on our leases. But I
would ask the AC not to support this; this proposal will not support
the criteria we came up with to determine erosion complaints.
Another set netter using that area is opposed.

35
No Action

Reduce closed waters in the Naknek-Kvichak District near Graveyard Creek
Susie move Dan 2nd to take no Action
Vote on motion Yes 14 --No 0
Discussion of use and history of the area. There is a huge erosion
problem, a bank collapsed changing route of a creek. DNR cancelled
a set net site and people began fishing further up the creek.
Troopers reviewed regulations and had a different interpretation
than what was being used by the set netters. Since it is Graveyard
Creek, there is an upstream boundary to the commercial district vs
a slough- such as Queen Slough in the Nushagak. State can't seem
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Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action

36
No Action

37

No Action

38

Opposed

Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillingham, AK
Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

to produce GPS boundary coordinates for fishers to use.
Repeal conditions that must be met prior to allowing commercial fishing for salmon in the
Alagnak River Special Harvest Area
Susie move Gayla 2nd to Take No Action:
ADFG explained they have accuracy problems counting kings in the
Alagnak and will be removing the king goal.
There are already provisions for a Levelock net fishery.
This special use area hasn't been used in 10 years.
Vote to take no action Yes 14 -- No O
Manage the Naknek and Kvichak sections independent of each other based on the
harvestable surplus within each section and establish section-specific harvest allocation
criteria so that 84% of each section's harvest is allocated to the drift gillnet fleet and 16%
of the section's harvest is allocated to the set gillnet fleet
Dan Move Susie 2nd take no action.
Several comments that intent was not clear.
Vote take no action Yes 14 -- No 0
Repeal provisions to open the Wood River Special Harvest Area when the escapement of
sockeye salmon into the Wood River exceeds 1,100,000 fish and the escapement is
projected to exceed 1,400,000 fish
Susie move Joe 2nd to adopt
1
13
Author of proposal spoke in support: the section is ineffective, need
to find better alternatives during big runs, does not follow original
intent of the Board when WRSHA was formed (to protect Nushagak
reds and kings), processors don't or won't buy fish up there,
originally expected to provide opportunity for lgushik set netters
too but they don't go up there. Suggested alternatives: allow
smaller mesh in the district earlier in the season, in big years move
northern boundary farther north to expand the district. Further,
author objects how gear allocation has been implemented there
after July 17 when the regular district allocation ends July 17.
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action

39
Opposed

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillingham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Open the wood River Special Harvest Area to both set and drift gillnet gear after July 17
Susie move Dan 2nd to adopt
13
0
1 (2?) member departed, meeting quorum intact.
Public comment: "everything is allocative and gear allocation was
adopted to make the WRSHA an orderly fishery" - before, it was
chaotic with gear conflicts - supports alternating gear types.
Opposed to openers with where both gear types are in the water at
the same time.
One member felt the fishery was ok when both gear types fished
concurrently. Season to season different gears have different
advantages - this year the fish were small and ran deep - set nets
couldn't stop them and drifters might have caught more. Some
years fish are on the beaches to set net advantage.
Another member said 2 gear types at the same time reduces overall
effectiveness of the opener but set nets can't stop the fish in there
and it probably should be more of a drift fishery. He strongly
supports the option of harvesting in the WRSHA, we need to find a
way for gear types to share the opportunity.
Public comment: we are talking about some record years here and
we shouldn't change everything based on some unusually big runs.
Also its a mistake to change a few things just because industry can't
keep up.
AC member warned some of the worst regulations come from overreaction or panic. The allocation plan is one of them. I don't think
we can fix that regulation with just another proposal. There is no
way that this one change will curb over-escapement.
A member expressed concern for impacts the WRSHA might have
on Muklung king run.

40

Establish a drawing system for use of the four furthest downriver set gillnet sites in the
Wood River Special Harvest Area
Curt move Susie 2nd to adopt
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
Opposed

41
Opposed

see
recommen
dation

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillingham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

1

10

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

ADFG thought it was not legal or within Board authority.
Others wondered if its legal or how it could be conducted.
Comment: years past we tried to let the cannery do it, and the
cannery wouldn't even go for it.

Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial salmon fishery when the
Nushagak River sport fishery is restricted for king salmon conservation
Chris Move Susie 2nd to adopt
Public comment, 41, 42, 43 all address the king plan, the AC should
11
0
ask the BOF to form a working group to review the whole plan and
develop recommendations. Sonar equipment has changed and
seems to under count kings, ADFG no longer can forecast kings, all
this will take a lot of time. A working group could take the time
needed and bring back to BOF at a later date.
Several members agree with this idea.
Susie withdraws here second" Tiny "fixes" aren't helpful.
AC member Chris who participates in the sport fishery business
agrees, says we're down to a 10 day season, I can't book after the
4th of July, fish are small, I get closed down too often, I withdraw
my motion.
Susie Move and Chris 2nd to:
New motion to Take No Action on 41, 42, 43 and ask Board to form
a working group to address the whole Plan.
Motion carries unanimous.
AC member Dan suggest we should OPPOSE 41-43, we don't want
action on those proposals without a full review of the plan.
Dan Moves for reconsideration. Susie 2nd Motion Carries
Unanimous.
Susie Move, Joe Second to oppose 41, 42, 43 and ask Board to
establish a working group to review whole plan.
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Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action

42

Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillin!!ham, AK
Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Motion carries unanimous : AC Opposes 41, 42, 43 and
recommends the Board form a working group of stakeholders for
full plan review.

Opposed

Reduce fishing time in the Nushagak District commercial salmon fishery when the
Nushagak River sport fishery is restricted for king salmon conservation
11
See discussion for 41 above
0

43
Opposed

Establish subdistricts in the Nushagak District
See discussion for 41 above
0
11

44
Oppose

45
Opposed

46

Allow any remaining unharvested Togiak District herring spawn-on-kelp allocation to be
reallocated to the Togiak District sac roe herring fishery
Susie move Chris 2nd to adopt
11
0
Used to be very lucrative but little or no market now.
1
We shouldn't give it away because its not used right now, keep it in
abstain case market comes back.
If we can't use it, it should go to local subsistence - they have to go
farther now to get roe on kelp.
Frustration that processors seem to control fishery and market
now. Tenders make more than fishermen.
On an average season now, seiners take all their quota gillnetters
take less than 20%.
Allow unharvested Togiak District sac roe gillnet allocation to be reallocated to the Dutch
Harbor food and bait herring fishery
Susie move Chris 2nd to adopt
12
0
The food and bait fishery keep trying to take our unused quota.
It would be better to share and keep it among Togiak based gear
groups than to give up to Dutch Harbor, we'd never get it back.
We should look for alternate uses and markets, don't give it up.

s

Curt Move Susie 2nd to adopt
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
Support as
amended

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillineham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

11

1

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Author spoke to his proposal: there is a surplus of herring for the
gillnetters that isn't taken even in their biggest recent year 2014; in
2017 15 gillnetters only took 20% of their allocation while seiners
took all their allocation. I used an average of several years to write
my proposal. We need to keep the fishery in Togiak vs Dutch
Harbor - if they take it, we won't get it back. For the last 3-4 years
gillnet has take a very small portion of their allocation - this should
not hurt the remaining gillnetter(s?).
I agree keep the harvest in Togiak it would be easier to adjust
allocation among Togiak gear groups than to recover it from the
Dutch Harbor fishery .
We could g this proposal to try it out for 3 years.
It seems like the gillnet fishery is getting phased out - I hate to see
that.
Dan I move Todd 2nd to amend the proposal from the current
regulation dividing the Togiak harvest allocation of 70% seine and
30% gillnet to a harvest allocation of 80% Seine and 20% gillnet and
to sun set in 3 years.
Motion to amend carries 9-3
Vote on amended proposal carries 11-1

47
Support

48

Adopt the Southwest Alaska Rainbow Trout Management Plan
Tom move Dan 2nd to adopt
0
Mostly book keeping but apparently author wants full plan in one
12
place for reference and clarity; its too hard to find and get the full
picture with the pieces scattered throughout the regulations.
We should support it, it is a good document and should be easier to
for the public to find, use, and understand.
Modify the sport fishing season in the Naknek River drainage
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Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
No Action

49
No Action
50
No Action
51
No Action
52
No Action

53
No Action
54
No Action
55
No Action
56
No Action
57
No Action
58
No Action
59
No Action
60

November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillingham, AK

Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes
48- 61 are out of the Nushagak area and the AC agreed
unanimously to take NO ACTION

Prohibit retention of rainbow trout by nonresident sport anglers in a portion of the
Naknek River drainage
Prohibit guiding on the Naknek River drainage during spring from the marker at Lake
Camp downstream to the marker at Rapids Camp
Establish a limited guide permit system between September 10 and October 20 in a
portion of the Naknek River
Limit the number of clients a sport fishing guide or sport fishing guide business may have
while targeting trout in a portion of the Naknek River drainage
Establish guide permits in a section of the Naknek River drainage
Limit the hours guides or clients can fish on a section of the Naknek River
Limit the days guides or clients can fish on a section of the Naknek River
Prohibit chumming by guides and other commercial users in portions of the Naknek River
drainage sport fishery
Prohibit the use of certain sport fishing tackle in a section of the Naknek River drainage
Close sport fishing for king salmon in a portion of the Naknek River drainage
Close waters to king salmon sport fishing in a section of the Naknek River drainage
Create a rod limit for nonresident anglers sport fishing for salmon on a portion of the
Naknek River
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Proposal
Number
Support,
Support as
Amended,
Oppose,
No Action
No Action
61
No Action

62
Oppose

RC 36
Action
pending

RC 36

districts.

Alaska Board of Fisheries: Bristol Bay Proposals
November 28-December 4, 2018 I Dillingham, AK
Proposal Description
Number
Support

Number
Oppose

Comments, Discussion (list Pros and Cons), Amendments to
Proposal, Voting Notes

Prohibit blocking access to sport fishing locations in the Naknek River
All sport-caught fish removed from the water in all freshwater drainages of the Bristol Bay
Area must be retained
Dan Move Chris 2nd to adopt
11
0
Dan - I'm opposed, ADFG says studies show no detectable harm,
would make outlaws out of every person who had to lift even the
smallest fish out of the water to unhook, would make violators out
of too many people for no biological gain. How would anglers
unhook even tiny fish?
Todd, I'm very opposed.
Often a big part for some folks is an out of the water photo and if
there is no biological harm why make them violators?
Board Generated Proposal to address upstream boundaries of commercial fishing
districts.
See additional meeting minutes following this template.

Board Generated Proposal to address upstream boundaries of commercial fishing

Discussion:
ADFG is not fully informed but it appears to attempt to address concerns Troopers have
interpreting where commercial boundaries are for in-river special harvest or management
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areas of Bristol Bay. Apparently the issue came to light in the Naknek Special Harvest Area
summer of 2018.
Comments:
Public - this should be addressed by a subcommittee of the AC and addressed AFTER staff
comments.
There could be very significant impacts to subsistence users and regulations.
It might open entire drainages to commercial fishing- I don't think we want that or that it was
intended.
We need a lot more information. The state doesn't even seem to know much about it.
MOTION: Dan move Todd 2nd to: form a subcommittee for the AC when data and more
information are available on this proposal; to meet before the November BOF meeting and
develop a response. Meeting to be at Dillingham ADFG office, November 26, 10 AM.
Carried Unanimous
Committee will be Curt Armstrong, Tom O'Connor, Frank Woods, Dan Dunaway.
Adjournment: 5:40 P
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